CITY OF MONTRÉAL
BY-LAW
00-256

BY-LAW AMENDING THE BY-LAW CONCERNING TRAFFIC AND PARKING
(C-4.1)
At the Montréal city council meeting of December 18, 2000, it was enacted that:

1. Article 2 of the By-law concerning traffic and parking (R.B.C.M., chapter C-4.1) is
amended by:
(1) replacing paragraphs 1 to 3 of the definition of “pay station” by the following:
“(1) register the number of the parking space occupied by the user’s vehicle,
as given by the user;
(2) accept payment only in Canadian money or by credit card;
(3) display on the screen the time when the transaction begins and, as
payment is made by inserting coins or by debit card, the time limit
corresponding to the paid parking period;
(4) issue a ticket for the amount of parking time purchased;
(5) transmit to the central office the number of the pay station where the
transaction was made, the number of the space registered by the user, the
date, time and amount of payment, and the time when the paid parking
period ends;”.
(2) deleting the definition of “chip card”;
(3) replacing the definition of “central office” by the following:
“ “central office”: station linked by radio waves and by cable to pay stations
and terminals, capable of memorizing the information received from pay
stations and retransmitting it to terminals;”;
(4) replacing the definition of “portable terminal” by the following:
“ “terminal”: portable or vehicular apparatus capable of:
(1) memorizing the information received from the central station;
(2) displaying on the screen, by number, the parking spaces for which
parking fees were paid, and those for which no payment was made;
(3) displaying on the screen, as directed, the cutoff time for validity of
payment for a parking space;
(4) checking, as directed, with the central office, the accuracy of stored
information;”.
2. Article 4 of that by-law is amended by deleting, in paragraph 6, the word “portable”.
3. Article 55 of that by-law is amended by:
(1) replacing the second paragraph by the following:
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“The payment is made at the pay station, for the parking period that the user
intends to reserve for his vehicle at the space whose number was registered at
the pay station, under one of the following modes:
(1) by depositing Canadian coins for the amount corresponding to the fees for
the full period;
(2) by inserting a credit card for which the user enters the amount
corresponding to the fees debited for the full period.”;
(2) deleting the third paragraph.

4. Article 56 of that by-law is amended by deleting the second paragraph.
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